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Abstract

An extremely simple and inexpensive apparatus for preparation of the
C60 and C70 fullerenes is described. An efficient separatory technique

is described which implements a phenylglycine based HPLC column for
preparation of high purity (99.99%) C50 and C70 samples. Treatment of C60

with osmium tetroxide and pyridine gives the osmate ester (2:1 adduct)
and establishes that oxygen functionality can be added to C60 without

disrupting the carbon framework. Raman spectroscopy of high purity C60
indicates that several lines previously not assigned to C60

(D.S.Bethune, G.Meijer, W.C.Tang, and H.J.Rosen, Chem.Phys.Lett.174,
219(1990)) are attributable to C.0.

Preparation and purification of C.0 and C70
The C.0 and C70 materials used in the experiments discussed in this

report were synthesized with a method similar to that of Kratschmer,

Fostiropoulos, and Huffman.
1

A schematic of the apparatus

is shown at right. The copper

electrodes are fitted with / -

high purity 0.25" - 0.5" PUJMPOUT

diam. graphite tips (POCO GLASS BULB

Graphite DFP-2). The glass

bulb is roughed to 100 mTorr,
purged three times with

99.99% helium, and then filled CAlPODDI ANODE

with 100 - 150 Torr He and

sealed off. The bulb and the

electrodes are fit with custom
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made liquid nitrogen dewars. An arc welding power supply provides 100 -

200 amps of current to resistively heat and vaporize the graphite, and

the electrodes are manually adjusted so as to provide an arcing contact

throughout the course of a synthesis run. After vaporization of ca.

0.25g of graphite, the bulb is warmed to room temperature and rinsed

thoroughly with benzene. The benzene/soot/fullerene mixture is filtered

twice to remove the soot, the benzene is evaporated, and the remaining

residue is washed thoroughly with ether. Flash chromatography 2 by dry

loading onto silica gel and elution with hexanes gives a 40% recovery of
material that is almost exclusively C50 and C70. In this manner roughly
25 mg of the C6 0/C70 mixture may be prepared in a given run, and 100-200

mg may be prepared in a day. The primary advantage of the above

described apparatus is its cost and simplicity. Excluding the power
supply and mechanical pump, an entire apparatus of this sort may be

constructed in one day at a cost of less than $100.
Quantitative chromatographic separation of the C60/C70 mixture was

achieved with the use of a Pirkle 1-A ionically bound phenylglycine

column. 3 This column was found to give an excellent separation (a -
2.25) of the two fullerenes, and a 99.99% purity of either C60 or C70 is

achievable. Only 0.5 mg of mixture could be separated at a time with the

available column, although preparative scale columns are available. 4

Purity of the chromatographed materials was checked by mass analysis,

HPLC, and 13C NMR.

Organic Chemistry of C.0 and C70 : Osmylation

The initial object of these organic experiments is to selectively add
functional groups to C60 and C70 in a way that leaves the carbon skeleton

intact and allows for further transformation. The powerful oxidant

osmium tetraoxide is known to selectively oxidize both alkenes and

arenes 5 .6:
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Treatment of a homogeneous toluene solution of ca. 4:1 C60/C 70 mixture

and 2 equiv. of OsO4 at OOC with 5 equiv of pyridine gave a brown

precipitate within 1 min. After 12 h at room temperature, the majority

of the C60 and C70 had reacted according to TLC. Filtration and washing

with toluene gave an 81% yield of osmate ester corresponding to the

addition of two osmium(VI) units per carbon cluster.

5Cs, o~iNeý
_GE Os sO 0 0

2OsO , 0-25:C /11I\
to0 0 o 2

vacuum

Use of 1 equiv of OsO4 and 2.5 equiv of pyridine gave the same material

in 41% yield with respect to CN0 . 2 The presence of the diolatodioxo-

bis(amine)osmium(VI) ester moiety in the product was established by the
characteristic IR band at 836 cm-1 (va.'(OsO2)).5"7 Pyridine resonances

were visible in the 1H NMR (DMSO-D 6 ); low solubility precluded 13C NHR.

The 2:1 stoichiometry is consistent with the elemental analysis (calcd
for Ce0H20 N4O8Os2 : C,62.17; H,1.30; N,3.63,Os,24.61. Found C,61.11;

H,1.42; N,3.67; Os, 24.49). The osmate ester was free of unreacted C70

and C... according to IR and TLC. The osmylation reaction was shown to

be reversible by heating the osmate ester under vacuum for 2 mmn (heat

gun, 0.05 torr). This gave a 47% combined yield of C60 and C70

(enriched in C60 relative to the starting material) as determined by

HPLC with respect to a napthalene standard.

A surprising aspect of this reaction is the rate at which it proceeds

under thermal (25 °C) activation. The appearance of a brown precipitate

within one minute is much more typical of osmylation of an alkene than

osmylation of an arene, a procedure which typically takes weeks or even
months.Y57 This interesting chemical behaviour of C.0 and C70 is

currently under investigation. In addition, the reaction kinetics of

C.0 and C70 are also under study. Of special interest is the relative

osmylation rates of these two clusters. An obvious set of chemical
experiments is to take the osmate ester of C60 to either the diol, the

dione, or other organic functional groups in order to manipulate the C.,

framework. These complexes are currently being characterized.
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Raman Spectroscopy of Purified C60

Efficient chomatrographic separation of C60 and C70 has made it

possible to investigate the various spectroscopies of either material.

In a recent letter, Bethune and coworkers reported on the Raman spectrum

of C60/C70 mixtures. 6 By adjusting the CS0/C70 ratio, they have assigned

3 Raman bands (273 cm~1 , H.; 497 cm-1 , A., and 1469 cm-1 , A5 ) to C60. We

have measured the Raman spectrum of the purified (99.99%) C60 and we are

able to assign 4 more lines to C6 0 . Raman data in the regions from 1250

1725 cm- 1 and 150 - 650 cm- 1 is shown below. The Raman data were taken

........ .......

S......... ........... ..... .. .. .... . .. ....... .. ..... .......... .1800 28& 3M1 488 588 £6bb 788

12b4 13'41 1458 2541 1(58 17•o~

CT-1

by scattering 1 mWT of the 514.532 nm line of an Ar* laser off of 1 - 2

mg of C60 powder held in a microcapillary. The data collection was time

averaged for 1 - 1.5 hr. A large fluorescence background was observed

when the samples contained C,0 . This background disappeared when

purified C60 samples were used. The observed Raman frequencies and

their assignments (based on the theory of Wu, Jelski, and George),
6 

and

predicted values are presented below in Table 1.
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Table 1. Observed and predicted Raman bands (in cm-1 ) of C6 0.
Observed Predicted Assignment
270 273 H6
430 427 H5
490 548 A5
530 552 H6
1320 1398 H5
1470 1627 As
1570 1688 H5
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